control, your way
Guide to Touch Screens, Keypads, and Remotes for your Crestron® smart home

luxury living
at your command
Why is Crestron the undisputed leader of the smart home industry?
Simple. We give you the best experience by far. We’re the only
company that designs, manufactures, and supports every single
product that makes up your smart home solution. That’s how we
ensure the unparalleled performance and reliability that are the
hallmarks of Crestron.
With our extensive collection of intuitive control options, the
Crestron smart home experience is always at your command.
Between customizable designer keypads, sleek and brilliant touch
screens, and ergonomic handheld remotes, you’ll ﬁnd an elegant
Crestron control device to suit every space and need in your home.
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CONTROL OF EVERYTHING IN YOUR HOME SHOULD BE SIMPLE

Table Top 10” Touch Screen
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TOUCH SCREENS

It is, with beautiful, best-in-class Crestron touch screens, available in a wide
array of wall-mount and tabletop models. A Crestron touch screen does away
with unsightly piles of remotes and wall switch clutter, as well as the confusion
of multiple disparate control apps. Instead, you’ll enjoy fully-customized,
intuitive controls and icons, true feedback, real-time status display, streaming
video from ONVIF cameras, and a full-featured media player for an enhanced
multi-room entertainment experience.
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TOUCH SCREENS

5”, 7”, AND 10” TOUCH SCREENS 70R Series

Space-saving wall or tabletop 70R Series touch screens
boast a clean, contemporary appearance with edge-toedge glass, stunning high-deﬁnition graphics, and
backlit capacitive buttons. Available in 5”, 7”, and 10”
screen sizes, the 70R Series delivers the ultimate touch
experience. They’re designed to meet the speciﬁc needs
of your home, either through custom programming or
the Crestron HomeTM OS.

7” TOUCH SCREEN
TS-770R | TSW-770R

10” TOUCH SCREEN
TS-1070R | TSW-1070R

ADVANCED BUILT-IN CAPABILITIES
• Voice command recognition
• Streaming video
• Web browsing
• Native Sonos® audio integration
• Microphone to support video intercom
on 7” and 10” models
• High-gloss black or white ﬁnish
• Automatic screen brightness
with ambient light sensor

5” PORTRAIT TOUCH SCREEN
Shown actual size
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TSW-570PR
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TOUCH SCREENS

CRESTRON HOME DESKTOP TOUCH SCREEN
TM

Transform your home office into a professional-quality collaboration place, with premium audio conferencing, plus
advanced Crestron Home room control. All at your ﬁngertips. At a price anyone can afford. Take calls, control music,
shades, and temperature, all from one sleek desktop device.

WORKING FROM HOME NEVER LOOKED OR SOUNDED THIS GOOD
• Quick setup – plug in and connect to Wi-Fi network

• 7” touch screen for easy to see and use controls

• 360-degree microphones pick up 10’ range

• Small footprint – ﬁts easily on desks and tables

• Low-proﬁle – blends in with any room

• High-ﬁdelity speaker delivers clear speech

®

AT HOME ON ANY DESK OR TABLE
Control of your home office and crystal-clear audio
conferencing are always within arm’s reach from one
compact, elegant device.

7.2”

9.6”

7” TOUCH SCREEN
UC-MM30-R
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3”
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TAKE ENTERTAINMENT CONTROL TO A
LUXURIOUS AND PERSONALIZED NEW LEVEL
TSR-310 Touch Screen Remote

REMOTES
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Slim and stylish in every detail, and custom engraved for your lifestyle,
Crestron handheld remotes give perfect control everywhere inside – and
outside – your home. With consistent, thoughtfully designed navigation and
dependable wireless performance, you’ll never miss a beat as you roam about
your home. Everyone can easily access his or her favorite entertainment from
the same remote with MyCrestron Favorites. (TSR-310 and HR-310 only.)
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REMOTES
HANDHELD REMOTE

HR-310

HANDHELD TOUCH SCREEN REMOTE

TSR-310

The HR-310 Handheld Remote offers most of the same high-end
features of the flagship TSR-310, including superb ergonomic
design, incredible button feel, engravable buttons, movement
sensor, and more. Also, like the TSR-310, it’s built for durability
and wrapped in a satiny smooth easy-grip housing to provide
extraordinary comfort for hours of use.

Our flagship model, the Crestron TSR-310 is a remote actually worth ﬁghting over.
It combines all the best elements of the previous generation of Crestron remotes with:
even more advanced functionality; superb ergonomic design; incredible button feel; voice
control; custom engravable buttons; movement sensor; proﬁles settings; multi-color
buttons; and more. Ruggedized for durability and wrapped in a satiny smooth easy-grip
housing, it delivers exceptional comfort and ergonomics for hours of one-handed use.

FEATURES

FEATURES

• Backlit tactile buttons

• Built-in 3” touch screen display

• Long battery life utilizing standard AAA batteries

• Stunning resolution

• Nine custom engravable buttons to display
the most frequently used functions

• Rechargeable battery that lasts 3 – 4 days between charges

• Ultra-reliable Crestron wireless communications

• Wi-Fi® connectivity for high-bandwidth communications

• Incredible processing power
• Voice control
• Elegant, discreet charging station
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SOPHISTICATION AND CUSTOMIZABLE CONTROL

Horizon® keypad with
illuminated custom etching
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KEYPADS

Crestron keypads complement the most luxurious and contemporary
interiors. Available in an expansive variety of ﬁnishes, materials, and button
conﬁgurations, Crestron keypads deliver simple, on-the-spot control of audio,
video, lighting, shades, temperature, security, and more.
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KEYPADS

HORIZON® AND HORIZON EX KEYPADS

Wired and Wireless Control

Inviting to the touch and appealing to the eye, Horizon and Horizon EX dimmers and keypads give you custom control to
accentuate your lifestyle. Buttons are fully programmable, generously proportioned for easy access and excellent visibility,
and meticulously engineered to deliver a pleasing tactile response with each press.

A WORLD OF POSSIBLE BUTTON COMBINATIONS

FEATURES
• Highly conﬁgurable

• Designer aesthetics

• Superior button feel

• Multi-color backlighting

• Custom engraving

• Four different button styles

WHITE HZ-KPCN-W | HZ-KPEX-W

ALMOND HZ-KPCN-A | HZ-KPEX-A

• Ambient light sensor

BLACK HZ-KPCN-B | HZ-KPEX-B

Showing illumination
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How do you like your buttons? With Horizon keypads, it’s up to you. Choose from basic pushbutton, horizontal rocker, or vertical rocker.

Availability

Configurable

Custom Engraving

LED Backlit

LED Indicators

Light Sensor

Backbox

Dimensions (H x W x D)

Colors

Global

5

Available separately

Yes

Yes

Yes

1-gang U.S.

4.73” x 3.07” x 0.64”

3
See keypads size comparison chart on pages 28-31
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KEYPADS

HORIZON ACCESSORIES

Match your needs

Need a smart thermostat, keystone jacks, or AC power outlets? Deliver a beautiful, consistent look with the complete line of matching Horizon accessories.

THERMOSTAT

KEYSTONE JACKS AND OUTLETS

VERSATILE CONFIGURATION OPTIONS Because perfect control is different for everyone

With their ultra-slim proﬁle and modern design, feature-rich Horizon smart
thermostats are always neat and discreet. The bright high-resolution touch screen
display and intuitive control make settings as easy to see as they are to adjust.

There’s a matching Horizon outlet and keystone
jack for every room in the home. They’re perfect
for bathrooms, kitchens, or wherever you need to
plug in appliances or charge a phone or tablet.

Choose the number of outlets, buttons, button type, and button conﬁguration that best suits the needs of the space and your personal preferences.

AC Outlet

GFCI Outlet

Single push buttons

Single side-to-side rocker

Medium vertical rocker

Large vertical rocker

MULTI-GANG HORIZON LAYOUTS
USB & AC Outlet

Keystone

MODERN AESTHETIC
Available in black, white,
or almond ﬁnishes, Horizon
thermostats feature a quick-look
RGB backlit status bar to indicate
the current status and provide a
sophisticated design accent.
Outlets availabile in white and almond finishes. Keystone available in white,
black, and almond finishes. Keystone available in 1, 2, and 4 keystone options.
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2-gang

3-gang

4-gang
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KEYPADS

CAMEO® FLUSH MOUNT KEYPADS

Full functionality, tiny footprint

A MORE SUBTLE, STYLISTIC APPROACH TO CONTROL C2N-CBF-P Series

MODERN DESIGN MEETS MODERN FUNCTION

The C2N-CBF-P Series deliver a truly advanced custom keypad control solution in an incredibly compact, slim proﬁle design.
It provides a clean, flush ﬁnish, so there are no protruding edges. Choose from the optional Elegance collection of solid metal
faceplates (see page 21) for a contemporary appearance in a range of luxurious designer ﬁnishes.

The most luxurious or contemporary interiors are perfect candidates for Cameo flush mount
keypads, available in a wide array of button conﬁgurations to suit your speciﬁc needs.

FEATURES

VERSATILE CONFIGURATION

• Stylish, versatile

• Choice of 4 button sizes

• Slim, inconspicuous appearance

• Customizable backlit button engraving

• Five color-matched textured ﬁnishes

• Ambient light sensor

Many more options available

• Versatile combinations of 2 – 8 pushbuttons

Textured

Almond

Black

Dusk

Latte

White

Availability

Configurable

Custom Engraving

LED Backlit

LED Indicators

Light Sensor

Backbox

Finishes

Global

2–8

Available separately

Yes

Yes

Yes

Custom

5 color / 13 Elegance
See size comparison chart on pages 28-31 for dimensions
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KEYPADS

ELEGANCE FACEPLATES AND FINISHES
LOW-PROFILE AND ENGINEERED TO EXCEED THE HIGHEST STANDARDS FPE-C2N-CBF Series

ELEGANCE FACEPLATES, ELEGANT FINISHES

The name says it all. Stylish Elegance faceplates for Cameo flush mount keypads are so slim they practically hug the wall.
Precisely engineered from solid metal, Elegance faceplates are available in a variety of lustrous ﬁnishes, each formulated
to meet the demands of the most discerning homeowner.

With such a breadth of lustrous options to choose from, you’re sure to ﬁnd an Elegance faceplate ﬁnish that
perfectly reflects your personal aesthetic and complements your home décor.

FEATURES
• Solid metal designer faceplates
for Cameo flush mount keypads
• Low-proﬁle design

• Mix and match with any color buttons

• Exceptional ﬁt and ﬁnish

• One-piece bezel completely
surrounds the buttons and LEDs

• Easy to install for new
or retroﬁt applications

EU

US

SLIM

THIN IS IN

FINISHING OPTIONS

Prefer a more subtle,
lower proﬁle appearance?
Elegance faceplates are
just 1.2mm thick.

Choose from a variety of metals and plated ﬁnishes to lend an eye-pleasing accent to any modern or
traditional interior. White and paintable primer ﬁnishes are also available.

Polished

Brass

Satin

Nickel

Chrome

Stainless
Steel

Antique

Stainless Steel, Brushed

Satin Brass

Antique Bronze Light

1.2 mm • 3/64”

Brass

Bronze Light

Bronze Dark

Forbes & Lomax

Bronze Dark

Brass

Nickel

Chrome

Brushed

White

Paintable

Stainless
Steel

Silk
White

Paintable
Primer

Faceplates not shown to scale. See comparison chart on pages 28-31 for proportional comparison.
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KEYPADS

CAMEO KEYPADS

Simple. Functional. Configurable.

A FAVORITE CHOICE FOR ALL TYPES OF LIGHTING AND AV CONTROL C2N-CBD Series

VERSATILE CONFIGURATION

Exquisitely simple, yet highly customizable, Cameo keypads easily install alongside other standard low-voltage in-wall devices. The option
of wired or wireless connectivity allows easy, flexible installation in both new and existing homes. Optional Elegance solid metal faceplates
(see page 21) offer a contemporary appearance in a range of luxurious designer ﬁnishes.

The most luxurious or contemporary interiors are perfect candidates for Cameo flush mount
keypads, available in a wide array of button conﬁgurations to suit your speciﬁc needs.

Many more options available

FEATURES
• Stylish, versatile

• Elegance metal faceplates available

• Customizable backlit button engraving

• 13 color-matched smooth and
textured ﬁnishes

• Versatile pushbutton combinations

• White LED feedback indicators

• Choice of 4 button sizes

• Ambient light sensor

Textured

Black

Smooth

White

Ivory

Almond

Almond

Black

Latte

Brown

White

Dusk

Dark Almond

Red

Gray

Availability

Configurable

Custom Engraving

LED Backlit

LED Indicators

Light Sensor

Backbox

Finishes

Global

2–8

Available separately

Yes

Yes

Yes

1-gang U.S.

13 color
See size comparison chart on pages 28-31 for dimensions
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KEYPADS

CAMEO KEYPADS – INTERNATIONAL

ELEGANCE FACEPLATES

TASTEFUL, ATTRACTIVE APPEARANCE FOR EVERY ENVIRONMENT C2NI-CB Series

DESIGNS THAT MAKE A STATEMENT FPE-C2NI-CB Series

These flexible keypads are designed for installation in UK and European style wall boxes, and can also be mounted into furniture without

Looking to make the keypad more of a focal point of your interior design? Look no further than

requiring a backbox. Optional architectural faceplates, also available in the Elegance line, offer a metallic accent for a sophisticated appearance.

handmade Elegance faceplates with their standout designs and high-quality, solid metal, clean structure.

FEATURES

FEATURES

For Cameo International Keypads

• Architectural Series faceplates available

• Choice of button sizes

• White LED feedback indicators

• Cutting edge designs

• Mix and match with any color buttons

• Exceptional fit and finish

• Versatile pushbutton combinations

• Customizable backlit button engraving

• Ambient light sensor

• Choice of lustrous finishes

• One-piece bezel completely
surrounds buttons and LEDs

• Easy to install for new
or retrofit applications

WHITE

ALMOND

BLACK

C2NI-CB-W-T

C2NI-CB-A-T

C2NI-CB-B-T

POLISHED

ANTIQUE

Chrome

Bronze Lt.

Nickel

Bronze Dk.

Brass

Stainless Steel

SATIN

Brass

Forbes & Lomax Bronze Dark

Chrome

Brass

Nickel

See page 21 for full list of Elegance finishes.

Availability

Configurable

Custom Engraving

LED Backlit

LED Indicators

Light Sensor

Backbox

Colors

Global

2–5

Available separately

Yes

Yes

Yes

1-gang U.K. or European

3

See size comparison chart on pages 28-31 for dimensions
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KEYPADS

ARCHITECTURAL SERIES
FACEPLATES AND FINISHES

IN-WALL KEYPADS, DIMMERS, AND SWITCHES
For Cameo International Keypads

METALLIC ACCENTS FOR A SOPHISTICATED APPEARANCE C2NI/INETI-FPB Series

VERSATILE. FUNCTIONAL. CUSTOMIZABLE. CLWI Series

Architectural Series faceplates bring a clean, updated look to Cameo International Keypads.
They feature an elegant stainless steel ﬁnish inset within black or white plastic trim.

The CLWI Series of keypads, dimmers, and switches all share the exact same beautiful aesthetics. They provide everything
from lighting control to audio control (depending on the model chosen) from more than one location around the home.
Their customizable button layout can be set to recall scenes, dim up and down, adjust volume, and more.

FEATURES
• Aluminum and plastic faceplates for Cameo international keypads

• Exceptional ﬁt and ﬁnish

• One-piece bezel completely surrounds the buttons and LEDs

• Easy to install for new or retroﬁt applications

STAINLESS STEEL w/Black Trim

STAINLESS STEEL w/White Trim

C2NI/INETI-FPB-T-S/STEEL

C2NI/INETI-FPW-T-S/STEEL

FEATURES
• Versatile control of lighting and audio

• Optional battery powered keypad

• Combinations of up to 6 pushbuttons

• Custom engravable buttons

• Optional Niko faceplates available

• Customizable button layout

ANTHRACITE

NIKO FACEPLATES Make a statement with these premium finishes

WHITE
Availability

Configurable

Custom Engraving

LED Backlit

LED Indicators

Light Sensor

Backbox

Finishes

Global

1-6

Available separately

No

Yes

No

1-gang U.K. or European

2 color / 14 Niko

See size comparison chart on pages 28-31 for dimensions
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KEYPADS

SIZE COMPARISON

Rightsized keypads for every space

When it comes to keypads, one size and shape does not ﬁt all. That’s why Crestron offers keypads
in a variety of shapes and sizes to match the décor and speciﬁc control needs of any space.

HZ-KPCN

C2N-CBD

C2N-CBF-P

FPE-C2N-CBF-US

FPE-C2NI-CB

3.07” x 4.72”

2.95” x 4.72”

1.75” x 3.2”

2.75” x 4.49”

3.42” x 3.45”

Products shown actual size.
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KEYPADS
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SIZE COMPARISON

Rightsized keypads for every space

C2NI-CB

C2NI/INETI-FPB

3.42” x 3.42”

3.42” x 3.42”

FPE-C2N-CBF-SL

FPE-C2N-CBF-EU

CLWI

1.77” x 3.38”

3.38” x 3.38”

3.31” x 3.31”
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unparalleled performance,
reliability, and personalization
Crestron is the only company that designs, manufactures and
supports all of the products in your complete smart home system
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AUDIO

SHADES

Crestron makes entertaining truly effortless. Set the mood
for the party with one touch. Want different music playing
in the kitchen than in the dining area? Crestron has
everything you need to deliver audiophile grade performance
everywhere in your home, both inside and out.

Crestron motorized shades and drapery systems transform
any room into a more spectacular space. Our stunning
designer fabrics, elegant hardware, and world-class
technology offer the perfect shading solution for all the
windows in your home.

VIDEO

CLIMATE

Crestron takes your viewing experience to a whole new
level. Whether you’re watching your favorite show on cable
TV, streaming a blockbuster movie, or gaming in 4K Ultra
HD, one touch ensures the screen you’re viewing is
optimized for all content.

With Crestron, your home is always at the perfect temperature.
With support for multiple heating and cooling zones you can adjust
the temperature of different areas of your home independently.
Everyone’s comfortable, wherever they are. It’s intuitive,
sophisticated climate control for every room and season.

LIGHTING CONTROL

SECURITY

Once the day’s done, set the perfect scene for a family
dinner or to snuggle up for a movie, as the screen drops,
the lights dim and you settle in for a perfect evening.

Keep a closer eye on your home. Crestron gives you the
freedom to control your security and monitor cameras
remotely, promising ultimate peace of mind.

For more information go to: crestron.com/home
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